
Calligrapher 
Sumie Artist 
      
      RENSUI 

I care for people, nature and the earth.
I'd like to convey Japanese art, mind and OMOTENASHI spirits to all over 
the world.

I'd like you to feel something from my RENSUI artwork.
Rensui was born in Yokohama, Kanagawa. After graduating Aoyama 
Gakuin University College of Science and Engineering, she studied 
under calligrapher Souun Takeda and obtained the title of Shihan 
(master instructor). To further pursue her career she studied under ink-
wash painting artist Tohun Kobayashi and calligrapher Soryu Takeda.
Rensui is also a member of The Japan Calligraphy Education Society. 
Rensui has received a number of awards for her calligraphy. And her 
one-of-a-kind ink-wash painting has been seen in various projects, 
such as lampshade design and mural paintings, beyond solo 
exhibitions. 
Rensui conveys Japanese OMOTENASHI spirit all over the world 
through her Sumi-e arts, which are in constant demand for businesses 
overseas.



What is Sumi-e? 

Sumi-e  is a kind of painting that couldn’t be making a draft or repainting.  

Painting each strokes in earnest. It is common to see that a brush stroke which was regarded as a mistake at 
the first glimpse but suddenly comes sprightly. 

The philosophy which “ink wash painting” has taught us is quite similar with life philosophy. Although we couldn’t 
make a draft for our own fortune, we take each one step wholeheartedly and facing to the uncertain future we 
couldn’t foresee. 



Works 
I would like to introduce some of my works.


  

My artworks are based on familiar material of our lifes, showing the feeling and spirituality of human beings.
These are Japanese Zen, affection and the beauty of Wa(harmony). 
The paintings I draw are based on classical elements and develop contemporary art.


 “Blessings”
The things which come from the sky.
Rain, hail, snow and thunder...
We embrace these blessings by our tiny 



 “BLUE”
The pictograph of “BLUE” represents the image of blue dyes and 
plants grow out from the ground.
 
It is similar to how a modern human beings are poisoned by toxic 

substances, which are additives such as pesticides and food coloring.

 “Live”
A way of living decided by myself.

Living as who I really am, loving yourself, people, our nature 
and Planet.



“Wa”
The whole world should be united

“Ephemeral Time”
Japanese cherry blossoms(sakura) 
blooms gloriously and scatters in an 
instant.
An instant we cherish is like making the 
most of every minute.
Human beings, people live each day as if 
it were their last.

“Wind ”



 

 

 

“Four seasons”

Made-to-order works

Ginza,Tokyo
Domo of Milan



 

Others 

 

 

Live painting



 

Tokyo Marathon

Nominated for Film Festival🎥  

https://vimeo.com/183610402

https://vimeo.com/183610402
https://vimeo.com/183610402


Contact 
rensuiart@gmail.com

 

YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCrqRhzhN4DPI21tn6VmNhYw

 

instagram
https://www.instagram.com/rensui.art/
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